sider ojr subject from every point of view, I propose to reproduce for your consideration a synopsis of opinions on British health resorts, expressed by members of the general community-an assessment, in fact, by patients and their friends of the goods which are offered for their acceptance.
I collected and noted down these opinions last summer during a prolonged stay at some of our best known health resorts, and I can warrant that they are views largely held by well travelled, influential and intelligent laymen. Very little adverse criticism was levelled against our seaside resorts, which seemed to be regarded as satisfactory places for holiday making, while I do not remember meeting with anyone able to discuss intelligently the advantages and disadvantages of inland climatic stations for the restoration of health.
With the spas it was quite different, and I was surprised at the knowledge displayed even in matters of intimate detail. There was undoubtedly a strong consensus of opinion that, in general terms, f,oreign spas lead the van, while those of our own country lag behind. I At meetings of the Section, held January 29 and February 12, 1920.
Section of Balneology and Climatology
It was urged that although these places exploit their mineral waters, nevertheless (with but few exceptions) little or nothing is done to render British spas attractive to visitors upon their first arrival, this being specially in evidence in the neighbourhood of railway stations. The tree-planted promenades leading to the mineral springs in Continental spas are seldom found at the English health resorts.
Insufficiency and lack of variety in the entertainment provided at our spas constitute an almost universal subject of complaint. But such games as cricket and lawn tennis have only a limited number of enthusiasts at health resorts; tennis, unless played by champions, soon palls on those who are watching the game; football and hockey are not plaved during the spa season, and lacrosse, though exciting to witness, is not in fashion. Open-air music of the pseudo-classic stamp can only appeal to the very few, but folk-dancing competitions form an interesting and amusing spectacle, and are well wQrth introduction into spa gardens.
Concerning indoor amusement I received no suggestions, and have none to offer, except that whenever health seekers are crowded into halls impossible of adequate ventilation by currents of air an efficient ozone generator should be installed.
Reference has just been made to indoor air, but the freshness of the air even out of doors is threatened at some of our spas. It was pointed out to me that on the outskirts of one which happens to derive its chief fame from the reputed purity of the air, houses are in course of erection in grounds of insufficient area, while the new streets are unduly narrow and faulty in direction. It seems certain, therefore, that in the not distant future there will be a nearly solid barrier of masonry which will prevent the fresh country air from reaching the site of the springs in the centre of the town, which must ever remain the most important zone for invalids.
It is perhaps remarkable that none of the critics who, as I remark elsewhere, showed such a proclivity towards fault-finding, ever complained of inadequacy in the balneary equipment of British spas. Some, on the contrary, made merry over the huge number of appliances, all of foreign origin, enumerated in various spa pamphlets, and it was suggested that no properly docile patient was permitted to consider himself cured until he had worked through the whole list. As might be expected, much fault was found with individual medical men in residence at the spas, but no doctor who has ever practised there or elsewhere can wholly have escaped this trouble, and probably the 1 irger his practice the more is he likely to suffer from this annoyance. Be that as it may, I have no intention of making myself the mouthpiece of criticisms levelled against men who have no opportunity for reply.
It can do no harm, however, to mention the existence of patients who were grievously disappointed on finding their own enthusiastic belief in the specific virtues of the waters of a locality not fully endorsed by the local practitioners, while it was also alleged that as a consequence of this lack of confidence the spa doctors show a want of precision in the fixing of indications, and couple with this uncertainty and timidity in dosage. These detailed complaints were made by patients suffering from chronic maladies who formerly had made yearly visits to Continental spas, and during the war were sent to British spas with presumably similar waters.
To sum up the numerous complaints I have heard and have had to repeat, some may be rated as wholly frivolous, and hence unworthy of farther notice, while others no doubt point to the need for reform. In which category each should be grouped I leave to your judgment, but I hold strongly that none should be passed over in absolute silence, for however ill-founded a complaint may be harm is done by its frequent repetition, and I suggest that the proper remedy is to be found in judiciously conducted propaganda. Where reform is called for the remedy is obvious, but not always its mode of application.
In the whole conduct of my inquiry I was surprised by the apparent zest with which heavy indictments were drawn, and by the circumstance that few speakers found anything material to place on the other side of the account. Educated Britons are not malevolent by nature or by training; nor are they extremely prejudiced. They are, however, notoriously illogical. These considerations led me to wonder whether some of the faultfinding might not be the expression of a vague and deeper discontent -one which the complainants had not succeeded in formulating even for themselves, and whether, if all they asked for were granted, full satisfaction would result. This led me to think again of the observation made by a very shrewd critic in a paper read not very long ago before this Section: " Somehow British spas seem to strike the wrong note."
It would be instructive to hear your frank and outspoken comments on that remark. Possibly its originator may be willing this afternoon to explain its full esoteric significance.
